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Excellent Cities
The Success of an Integrated Mobility
Strategy: Lessons from the Netherlands for
the Pacific West Coast

Lucas van der Linde
MSc Urban Planning

The Netherlands

The Netherlands

Goudappel Coffeng
• 50 years of experience in mobility planning (since 1963)
• Based in the Netherlands:
• Rich planning tradition
• Mobility really matters (dense, open economy)
• Recognized for (urban) mobility planning
• 250 experts to cover all relevant aspects (urban planners, traffic
engineers, psychologists, process managers, IT-professionals)
• Office in Oakland & Portland from 1st of May

Content
•
•
•
•

Setting the scene: travelling in the Netherlands
Key principles of Dutch integrated mobility planning
Case: the city of Utrecht
The potential of the integrated mobility system in the Bay Area

Attractive and livable cities are vital cities

Grote Marktstraat, 1985

Attractive and livable cities are vital cities

Grote Marktstraat 2017

Attractive and livable cities are vital cities

Plaats, 1980

Attractive and livable cities are vital cities

Plaats, 2017

The user-experience
of commuting

Leaving my house

Cycling to the station – parking garage

At the station from Utrecht to Amsterdam

On the platform and in the train

From Amsterdam Central…

to the office

What are the key elements of
the Dutch integrated mobility
system?

1. Integrated mobility strategy
Mobility Planning

Land Use Planning

Urban Form
Buildings

Street
StreetDesign
Design

How? Start with measurable shared goals

2. Hierarchy of
Networks

• International network
• High-speed trains

• Interregional network
• Intercity trains

• Metropolitan network
• Metro, lightrail, commuter rail

• Local network
• Trams, buses, cycling

3. Four Strategies for Connectivity
1.

Connection between the Node and
Development (land use)
• How does the planning organization
prioritize and develop nodes?

2.

Connection between Nodes (regional)
• How does the region access the
nodes?

3.

Connection to the Node (local)
• How does the city access the node?
• First and last mile

4.

Connection within the Node (as a
destination)
• How does the individual experience
the node?

The case of Utrecht

Example: the case of Utrecht

Utrecht
• 340,000 inhabitants  400.000 in 2030  450,000 in 2035
• Commuting between Utrecht and Amsterdam
• City chooses for inner city densification without increasing the amount
of cars on the network by focusing on other modes
13%
29%

7%
51%

Car

Transit

Cycling

Remaining

Re-organize car networks to create space for other
modes and civic life

Mobility zones developed by the local government

A

Downtown

B

City

C

Suburbs

Mobility zones

A

Downtown

B

City

C

Suburbs

Max priority and space for bicyclist/pedestrian

Recover balance between modes

Separation of structures and modes

Utrecht has a need for inner city densification,
keeping the amount of car trips equal

Smart Networks

Next generation transportation networks
•

Cycling, walking and transit central, cars only allowed at the edges

•

Parking garages underground (low parking norm)

Mobility HUB

The potential of an integrated
multi-modal mobility strategy
for the Bay Region
Data analysis done by
•

Derek Taylor

•

dtaylor@goudappel.nl

The San Francisco Bay Area
Home to 7.7 million people
• 9.6 million expected by 2040
5th Largest GDP in the US
• 38% increase in jobs by 2040
33% of population work in a different
county than where they live

An interconnected,
growing, economic
region…

Commute patterns in the Bay Area

…facing massive challenges in transportation
Modal Split
• 75% of people drive to work
Congestion growing rapidly
• up 80% since 2010
High travel times for AM Peak commutes

Isochrones from Oakland to SF from the MoveMeter

Randstad Sets the Standard for regional connectivity
• Economic Region comprised of area
around and between the four largest cities
in the Netherlands
• Amsterdam, Utrecht, Rotterdam, and
The Hague

Hierarchy of Nodes – how in the Bay Area?
International transit hubs
Regional transit hubs
Metropolitan Transit Hubs

Catchment Zones

Densities within Catchment Zones
Netherlands

Bay Area

Amsterdam Centraal (3 mile radius)
• 31,000 people / sq mile

SF Transit Center (3 mile radius)
• 38,000 people / sq mile

Haarlem Centraal (2 mile radius)
• 18,000 people sq / mile

12th Street Oakland BART (2 mile radius)
• 18,500 people sq / mile

Hoofddorp (1 mile radius)
• 6,500 people sq / mile

Concord BART (1 mile radius)
• 11,000 people sq / mile

Four Strategies for Mobility hubs

How can this help the Bay Area?
 Create a hierarchy of nodes based off of transit data (Prioritize future
development)
 Improve connections between classified nodes (regional)
 Improve first and last mile connections within catchment areas nodes (local)
 Improve the node as a destination

Creating Hierarchy for the Bay Area
Criteria:
• Population Density
•

2015 American Community Survey

• Employment Density
•

2015 American Community Survey

• Top Destinations
•

MTC Travel Model One

• Densities 1 mile from existing rail
infrastructure
•

MTC Open Data

Result: Bay Area Transit Hubs

State
Regional
Metropolitan

Transit Hub Current Data
• Density of Employment
• Transit Hubs and their catchment
zones make up only 5% of the
land but have 51% of jobs
• Car Commuters
• Although living close to transit
stations 69% commute by car
• Goal:
• 30% of commuters by car in all
hub zones

State
Regional
Metropolitan

How do we reach the 30% goal?
Connection between the Node and Development (land
use)
• Prioritize and encourage smart and affordable
development in identified hubs
Connection between Nodes (regional)
• Invest in frequencies and travel speeds of
public transit between transit hubs
Connection within Nodes (local)
• Invest in infrastructure around node to replace
short car trips with walking or biking
Connection to the Node (as a destination)
• Invest in design at the node itself to achieve a
sense of place

State
Regional
Metropolitan

What would the impact of this be?

Input: MTC’s 2015 Traffic Model One

Move Meter in Portland?
• Calculations for potential first and last mile solutions
• Analysis of hierarchy of networks

The Lloyd District – mobility hubs?
• Between 2010 and 2035, Lloyd is expected to grow by 8,000 households
and 9,000 jobs
• Utrecht case as an example?
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